Graves of architects and artists
in the Chiswick Churchyard and Old Burial Ground
A noteworthy feature of the burial ground associated with St Nicholas, Chiswick, is the remarkable
number of graves of artists and architects buried there. This article records the graves of an
important eighteenth-century architect and garden designer, a respected bricklayer and site manager,
two well-regarded Victorian sculptors, and no fewer than six painters and printmakers. In
comparison, I know of only one literary figure who was buried there: the maverick Italian poet and
patriot, Ugo Foscolo (1778–1827). But perhaps he does not count, since his bones were exhumed in
1871 and returned to Italy for re-burial in Sta Croce, Florence. The churchyard harbours the tomb of
only one theatrical figure, Charles Holland (1733–1769), but – as far as I am aware – of not one
single composer.
Two possible reasons for this bias in favour of the visual arts may be connected with two leading
figures in the British eighteenth-century art world who were associated with St Nicholas, Chiswick.
Lord Burlington (1694–1753) and William Hogarth (1697–1764) were close contemporaries,
although they seldom if ever saw eye to eye. Lord Burlington was the architect of his groundbreaking Chiswick Villa, and he was also a celebrated aesthete and connoisseur. During highly
profitable visits to Italy in the second decade, he amassed an important collection of Italian
Renaissance and Baroque paintings. Chiswick Villa was designed in part specifically to display this
collection, which enhanced Burlington’s status in the British art scene. His semi-permanent
residence at Chiswick in the last 20 or so years of his life, and the inheritance of his estate by the
Dukes of Devonshire from 1764, perhaps attracted other artists to the area, seeking aristocratic and
royal patronage. Among these were Johann Zoffany (1733–1810), who lived at 65 Strand on the
Green, Chiswick but was buried at St Anne’s, Kew; and Thomas Gainsborough (1727–1788), who
had a cottage at the top of Richmond Hill, rented a house on Kew Green and was also buried at St
Anne’s. Philip James de Loutherbourg (1740–1812), on the other hand, lived at 7–8 Hammersmith
Terrace but was buried in the St Nicholas, Chiswick churchyard, as was William Blake Richmond
(1842–1921) who lived on Beavor Lane W6.
De Loutherbourg might also have chosen St Nicholas, Chiswick as his place of burial out of a wish
to be interred close by his famous predecessor, William Hogarth, who was buried there in 1764.
Indeed, it is recorded of another important figure in the eighteenth-century London art world, the
historical printmaker William Sharp (1749–1824), that ‘by his desire he lies buried near Hogarth,
whom he esteemed as the most extraordinary painter that ever existed’. Similarly, Thomas
Gainsborough expressed his wish to be buried in the churchyard of St Anne’s, Kew, near his friend
Joshua Kirby (1716–1774), who in 1770 designed an extension to the church. Kirby was an
architect, landscape painter and engraver, who was particularly celebrated for his writings and
teaching on linear perspective. His book entitled Brook Taylor’s Perspective, made easy, both in
Theory and Practice (Ipswich, 1754) was provided with a frontispiece by his good friend William
Hogarth.
By canny marketing of his satirical prints – not least of fine engraved reproductions of his
celebrated ‘modern moral subject’ series – and extensive practice as a portrait-painter, Hogarth
achieved considerable wealth. He thus became an exemplar of the financially successful painter and
printmaker for others in later generations to emulate. One such was James Abbott McNeill Whistler
(1834–1903), who had a similarly successful career as both painter and etcher. Like William Sharp,
he too greatly venerated Hogarth, who, he wrote, was the ‘one “Master” who, outside of England,

still is “Great”’. His admiration for Hogarth best explains his burial not far from Hogarth’s tomb, in
the Chiswick Old Burial Ground.
Finally, another motive that perhaps drew artists to live and/or to be buried in Chiswick was its
proximity to the River Thames. For Hogarth, the easiest access to his ‘country box’ at Chiswick
from the Golden Head, his house in Leicester Fields, was upstream by boat. Hogarth aspired to
royal patronage, and on the 4th Duke of Devonshire’s recommendation he was in 1757 appointed
Serjeant Painter to King George II, following in the footsteps of both his father-in-law, Sir James
Thornhill, and his brother-in-law John Thornhill. However, this prestigious appointment failed in
Hogarth’s case to lead to any royal commissions. Gainsborough and Zoffany, on the other hand,
enjoyed considerable royal patronage: access by river to royal palaces further upstream, at Kew and
at Hampton Court, was vitally important. For the sculptor Thomas Thornycroft (1815 –1885) and
his elder son John Isaac, who lived on Chiswick Mall and worshipped at St Nicholas Church, easy
access to the Thornycroft ship-building workshops and to the river at Chiswick Wharf was equally
necessary.

Richard Boyle, 3rd Earl of Burlington (1694 – 1753)
Although the Burlington family possessed a burial vault beneath the chancel of St Nicholas,
Chiswick, Lord Burlington was laid to rest in All Saints, Londesborough, on his estate in Yorkshire.
Nonetheless, he deserves to be considered here on account of his major contribution to cultural and
artistic life in Chiswick. Burlington inherited his father’s Chiswick estate at the age of 10 in 1704,
and became one of the greatest patrons of the arts in eighteenth-century England. He was also one
of the principal amateur architects of that century, and from 1716 a leader in the so-called ‘Palladian
revival’. His profound knowledge of the buildings of Andrea Palladio stems from his visits to Italy
in 1714 –15 and 1719; and he bought a copy of Palladio’s Quattro Libri dell’Architettura in Vicenza
in early November 1719, shortly before returning to England with William Kent.
His principal architectural enterprise was Chiswick Villa, designed from 1726 and built probably in
1727–29. Originally the villa intentionally stood detached from the Jacobean Chiswick House, until
joined to it by a link building constructed probably in 1732–33. An adjunct to the main house, the
villa was sparsely furnished, suggesting that it may originally have been intended not as a house in
which to live but primarily one for the study and display of books, paintings and other collections.
There is a bedchamber and associated closet in the eastern corner of the first floor (in which
Burlington’s widow died in 1758), and there were also bedrooms on the ground floor. There were
however no facilities for preparing or serving meals, so the villa’s function as a venue for
entertaining may have been limited. In 1727 it was reported that Burlington was ‘building a
house… rather curious than convenient’; and another critic declared it ‘too small to inhabit, and too
large to hang on one’s watch’.
Burlington’s other major contribution at Chiswick was to the layout of the gardens. The gardens of
the Jacobean Chiswick House that Burlington inherited were formally laid out, as was the fashion at
the start of the eighteenth century. It had a knot garden and a lawn subdivided into square ‘plats’ of
grass, as at the rather earlier Ham House a few miles upstream. Probably by 1717 the Casina
(sometimes called the Bagnio; later demolished) had been built to Burlington’s design close by the
river. By the time construction of the villa got underway in 1727, his Ionic Temple (illustrated in
Kent’s Designs of Inigo Jones (1727)) was also complete. To the north, the ‘patte d’oie’ (goose’s
foot) had also by then been laid out, with three straight, tree-lined paths leading to small
architectural features, the Casina, a Pagan Temple (or Pantheon) and a Rustic House at the ends of
the vistas. Burlington’s new garden design style was inspired by classical Roman gardens, such as
Emperor Hadrian’s at the Villa Adriana at Tivoli, or Pliny the Younger’s villa at Laurentium.
Besides these garden buildings, two obelisks, two Deer Houses and a column surmounted by a copy

of the Medici Venus were set within the layout. The formal paths were complemented by areas of
‘wilderness’ in the informal mode of Lord Burlington’s early and lifelong friend the poet Alexander
Pope’s Twickenham garden, and of William Kent’s style of garden design.
Burlington had no tomb or monument of his own in the Chiswick churchyard, but he commissioned
the fine altar tomb (1) of the bricklayer Richard Wright (1672–1734), close by the south porch of St
Nicholas Church. Wright is documented as one of the craftsmen who worked on Chiswick Villa,
and his tomb, according to its (now virtually illegible) inscription, was ‘erected by Lord Burlington
to the memory of his favourite bricklayer’. Probably designed by William Kent, it is one of the
earliest monuments constructed in the churchyard. It may be that as a craftsman bricklayer, Wright
did not merit a monument or floor tomb within the church, a perquisite perhaps reserved for the
deceased of higher social status. But instead, Burlington rewarded Wright with a richly decorated
classicising monument with finely carved architectural detail and low reliefs of skulls within the
pediment.

Figure 1. The altar tomb of Richard Wright, Lord Burlington’s ‘favourite bricklayer’,
adjacent to the south porch of St Nicholas Church.

William Kent (ca. 1685 – 1748)
First apprenticed as a sign and coach painter, William Kent was sent in 1709 to study in Rome,
which he reached in summer 1710. There he met Thomas Coke, later 1st Earl of Leicester, with
whom he toured Northern Italy in summer 1714, including visiting Vicenza where he learned to
appreciate the architecture of Andrea Palladio. Later he also met Richard Boyle, 3rd Earl of
Burlington, with whom he returned to England by the end of 1719. His major early paintings were
decorations at Kensington Palace, where on Burlington’s recommendation he replaced William
Hogarth’s father-in-law Sir James Thornhill, who had been appointed Serjeant Painter to King

George I in 1720. Kent also worked for Lord Burlington on several ceiling decorations in Chiswick
Villa, in the Blue Velvet Room and (very probably) in the Red Velvet Room and the Summer
Parlour. Kent’s career as an architect developed rather later, with interior designs at Houghton Hall
for Sir Robert Walpole in ca.1725–35, and at Holkham Hall where he worked alongside Thomas
Coke, Lord Leicester. He also designed several public buildings in London, notably the Horse
Guards building on Whitehall (constructed after his death, in 1750–59). He was a major architect of
the Palladian revival, learning more about the Palladian movement from his work editing The
Designs of Inigo Jones (1727).
William Kent’s principal claim to fame is, however, as a landscape architect and garden designer.
He was a major figure in the development of the style of ‘natural’ gardening from which the English
landscape garden evolved. This is to be seen and experienced most fully at Stowe in
Buckinghamshire and at Rousham in Oxfordshire. But his garden design work at Chiswick, drawn
up in tandem with Lord Burlington, was the reason for his burial in St Nicholas Church. Horace
Walpole and others wrote that Burlington and Kent had introduced ‘the natural taste in gardening’ at
Chiswick in 1733–34: Walpole asserted that it was Kent who ‘first leaped the fence and saw that all
nature was a garden’. Kent was probably individually responsible for the layout by 1736 of the
exedra, within which stand three classical statues, identified by Daniel Defoe as Caesar, Pompey
and Cicero, and largely for the rockwork cascade (1736–48), which however (through no fault of
Kent’s) failed to operate successfully.
Kent saw gardens through the eye of the professional painter: a drawing by him might be a garden
design, or it might be a pictorial, topographical view. In this his ideas matched those of Lord
Burlington’s old friend Alexander Pope, who in 1734 declared that ‘all gardening is landscape
painting… just like a landscape hung up’; and another contemporary said that ‘Mr Pope and Mr
Kent were the first that practised painting in gardening’. Kent was closely intimate with Lord and
Lady Burlington, living at certain times in Burlington House on Piccadilly. After his death in 1748
he was interred in the Burlington vault below the chancel of St Nicholas Church, access to which
was concreted over when the church was rebuilt between 1882 and 1884; regrettably, it is therefore
no longer possible to see Kent’s coffin or tomb marker.

William Hogarth (1697–1764)
William Hogarth’s father was an unsuccessful Latin teacher who was imprisoned as a debtor when
his son was ten years old, so Hogarth grew up in poverty. In 1714 he was apprenticed to a silver
engraver, and building on this experience, he set himself up as an independent copper-plate
engraver in 1720. During the 1720s he honed his skills as a maker of satirical prints that commented
caustically on the foibles of contemporary urban and social life. In 1729 he eloped with and married
Jane, daughter of another eminent eighteenth-century painter, Sir James Thornhill. As a painter,
Hogarth claimed to have been self-taught. His first major success came in 1731 with the six
canvases of A Harlot’s Progress (destroyed by fire in 1755), the earliest of his ‘modern moral
subject’ series. In 1732 he reproduced these as engravings, of which he printed and sold an
astonishing 1,240 sets. This was followed in 1735 by the eight canvases of A Rake’s Progress
(London, Sir John Soane Museum), which he also reissued as engravings as soon as ‘Hogarth’s Act’
– the Engravers’ Copyright Act – had come into force, to prevent his prints from being pirated.
Hogarth was proud of his prowess as a printmaker: in autobiographical notes written at the end of
his life he claimed that his engravings were universally valued as descriptions ‘of the peculiar
manners & characters of the English nation’, and that the ‘curious of other Countries frequently
send for them in order to be informed and amused’.

Hogarth was also a very accomplished portrait painter, chiefly of members of the middle classes
rather than of the aristocracy. Perhaps his reputation as a social satirist, or perhaps his irascible
personality, deterred potential patrons of the upper classes. The portrait (London, Foundling
Museum) of his friend Captain Thomas Coram, who in 1739 established the Foundling Hospital, is
one of the great masterpieces of English portraiture. Oil sketches of lower-class subjects, such as
The Shrimp Girl (London, National Gallery), perhaps demonstrate best the confident vigour of his
brushwork and his supreme skill in capturing fleeting impressions of vivid character.
Perhaps because of his impoverished start in life, Hogarth had high aspirations towards artistic and
social recognition. Although appointed Serjeant Painter to King George II in 1757, however, he
never won royal patronage. It may be that he referred to this failure when he wrote bitterly, late in
life, that ‘the torrent was against me. I ever had the worst on’t’. One endeavour in his search for
artistic recognition was the composition of a treatise on art and aesthetics. Published in 1753, The
Analysis of Beauty was ‘written with a view of fixing the fluctuating IDEAS of TASTE’, as his subtitle
puts it. This characteristically unorthodox and original critique centres around the aesthetic values
of his well-known, undulating ‘line of beauty’, but it also highlights his individual concept of
‘variety’. This variety he strove to achieve through the range of his artistic output and of his subjectmatter.
Hogarth acquired his rural house in Chiswick in 1749, while retaining his principal home with its
studio in Leicester Fields. As one of the first Governors of Coram’s Foundling Hospital, he
entertained orphaned children at Chiswick during the summer months. His tomb monument (2),
erected in 1771 after his sister Anne’s death, is the grandest and most ornate in the Chiswick
churchyard. Inscriptions on the panels of the cubic base, set between scroll-shaped buttresses at the
corners, record the deaths of a number of his relatives and friends. On the east face (2:1) Hogarth’s
own death on ‘October the 26th, 1764 aged 67 years’ is recorded, and that of his wife Jane (died
1789); on the west face Hogarth’s mother-in-law Judith, Lady Thornhill’s death in 1757; and on the
south face those of his sister Anne (died 1771) and a close family friend Mary Lewis (died 1808).
Above the base rises a fluted plinth which carries an urn from which flames (originally probably
gilded) flicker upwards. Hogarth’s epitaph, inscribed on the north-facing panel of the base (2:2),
was composed by the celebrated actor and close friend, David Garrick:
Farewell great Painter of Mankind
Who reach’d the noblest point of Art
Whose pictur’d Morals charm the Mind
And through the Eye correct the Heart.
If Genius fire thee, Reader, stay,
If Nature touch thee, drop a Tear.
If neither move thee, turn away
For HOGARTH’S honour’d dust lies here.

Figure 2:1. William Hogarth’s tomb monument,
east face with an inscription recording the artist’s
and his wife Jane’s deaths.

Figure 2:2. William Hogarth monument, north
face with David Garrick’s epitaph below a
relief displaying, amongst other symbolic
objects, the painter’s necessary
equipment of palette, brushes and mahlstick.

Philip James de Loutherbourg, R.A. (1740–1812)
Born at Strasbourg in 1740, de Loutherbourg was a theatre set designer and painter of dramatic
naval battles and romantic landscapes. In 1766 he was made peintre du Roi, and in 1767 was elected
to the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture. But in 1771 he settled in London, and was
employed by David Garrick to design costumes and scenery for Drury Lane Theatre until 1785,
establishing a considerable reputation as a set designer. He devised scenic illusions and special
effects through the sophisticated use of light and colour; and he invented a miniature mechanical
theatre which he called the ‘Eidophusikon’ (or ‘image of nature’) by which he displayed ‘various
imitations of natural phenomena, represented by moving pictures’, including a scene from Milton’s
Paradise Lost showing ‘Satan arraying his troops on the banks of a Fiery Lake, with the raising of
the Palace of Pandemonium’.
De Loutherbourg demonstrated his skills as a painter in a range of genres. His major works are
landscapes and seascapes, often naval battle scenes such as the 1796 Defeat of the Spanish Armada
(Greenwich, National Maritime Museum). But he also tackled figurative subjects: illustrations to
literary works for example, caricature and portraiture. He was elected to full membership of the
Royal Academy in 1781. His dramatic, ‘sublime’ landscapes were criticised as being too theatrical,
but they appealed to the broader public. It was generally agreed that the ten landscapes he submitted
to the Royal Academy exhibition in 1785 were the most impressive that year, thanks to his versatile

handling of dramatic visual effects. His use of striking effects of lighting and colour showed also in
paintings of the developing industrial revolution, such as his 1801 Coalbrookdale by Night
(London, Science Museum).
From the mid-1780s de Loutherbourg lived at 7–8 Hammersmith Terrace. Towards the end of his
career he developed esoteric interests in faith-healing and the occult, possessing ‘as a follower of
Mesmer, a half-physical, half-miraculous power of curing diseases and imparting the thoughts and
sympathies of distant friends’. It seems likely that he had asked that his grave should be close by
that of William Hogarth, in the St Nicholas churchyard. He was buried in 1812 in a tomb-monument
(3) designed and built in the office of his near-contemporary Sir John Soane: its depressed
triangular and segmental pediments and neo-classical ornament are characteristic of the architect.
The tomb epitaph, written by the journalist and travel writer Rev. Dr. Christopher Lake Moody, who
then lived on Turnham Green Terrace, reads:
‘Here, Loutherbourgh! Repose thy laurel’d head;
While art is cherish’d thou canst ne’er be dead.
Salvator, Poussin, Claude, thy skill combines,
And beauteous nature lives in thy designs’. C. L. M.

Figure 3. The tomb of Philip James de Loutherbourg
and his wife Lucy (died 1828), from the south.
The monument also bears a lengthy inscription, which reads:
‘This monument is dedicated to the memory of Philip James de Loutherbourgh, Esq., R.A. who was
born at Strasbourgh, in Alsace, Nov. 1740 and departed this life at Hammersmith Terrace, March
11th 1812 aged 72 years. With talents brilliant, and supereminent as an artist, he united the still more

envied endowments of a cultivated, enlarged and elegant mind, adding to both the supreme qualities
of the heart, which entitled him as a man and a Christian to the cordial respect of the wise and good.
In him science was associated with faith, piety with liberality, virtue with suavity of manners, and
the rational use of this world with the ennobling hope of a world to come. A deathless fame will
record his professional excellence, but to the hand of friendship belongs the office of strewing on
his tomb those moral flowers which displayed themselves in his life, and which rendered him
estimable as a social being.’

William Sharp (1749–1824)
Known as ‘the emperor of engravers’, the reproductive printmaker William Sharp was justly
celebrated at his time for the precision of his burin technique. He engraved plates after paintings by
Italian Baroque artists such as Annibale Carracci, Guido Reni, Domenichino, and Salvator Rosa;
after subjects from Shakespeare, such as King Lear, Act III scene IV painted by Benjamin West for
John Boydell’s ‘Shakespeare Gallery’; and after portraits, such as van Dyck’s triple portrait of
Charles I, the anatomist John Hunter by Joshua Reynolds (1788), and William Beechey’s Portrait
of Matthew Boulton (1801). He was also particularly renowned for his engravings of history
paintings by contemporaries like Joshua Reynolds, Thomas Stothard, John Singleton Copley and
Benjamin West (for example, West’s Alfred the Great dividing his loaf with the Pilgrim, 1782).
Late in life Sharp moved to Chiswick, living at Orford House on Chiswick Mall. Despite his
declared wish to be buried near William Hogarth’s tomb, he was in fact interred in a grave in the
churchyard extension, close to Philip de Loutherbourg’s (4:1), as is shown in an etching reproduced
in Walter Armstrong’s The Thames from its Rise to the Nore (1886–87). Sharp may have chosen this
site because he ‘at one time entertained much mystic reverence’ for de Loutherbourg, keenly
sharing his interest in the occult. Unfortunately, the inscription on his headstone (4:2) is now almost
illegible through weathering. Originally it read: ‘To the memory of William Sharp Esq., Historical
Engraver, Member of the Imperial Academy of Vienna and of the Royal Academy of Munich. Died
25 July 1824 aged 74 years’.

Figure 4:1. William Sharp’s headstone is the
left-hand headstone of the two immediately
adjacent to de Loutherbourg’s tomb.

Figure 4:2. William Sharp’s headstone
seen in raking sunlight.

Thomas (1815–85) and Mary (1809–95) Thornycroft
Thomas Thornycroft was one of the major sculptors active in Britain during the reign of Queen
Victoria. Exhibition in 1843 of his first major work, Medea about to Slay her Children, led to the
commission of two bronze statues for the new House of Lords. His over life-size, plaster equestrian
statue of Queen Victoria, displayed at the Great Exhibition in 1851, served as the basis for a bronze
equestrian portrait. This was cast in 1869, as the partner to an equestrian statue in Liverpool of the
late Prince Albert, commissioned in 1862 and completed by Thornycroft five years later. In 1867 he
contributed a marble group of Commerce to the Albert Memorial designed by George Gilbert Scott
in Kensington Gardens.
Thornycroft’s most celebrated sculpture, on which he worked on and off from 1856 until his death
in 1885, is the monumental group of Boadicea and her Daughters. The model for this work
languished for many years in his studio on Melbury Road, Kensington, and from 1885 in his elder
son John Isaac Thornycroft’s workshop. Known as the ‘tin tabernacle’, this was put up in the garden
of Walpole House on Chiswick Mall, into which John Isaac and his wife moved that year. The
Boadicea group was finally cast in bronze, to John Isaac Thornycroft’s commission, and under his
supervision, in 1897, and was installed in 1902 on a plinth on the Victoria Embankment by
Westminster Bridge. Later in his life Thomas Thornycroft’s enthusiasm for sculpture waned, and
from 1862 he worked on designs for steam launches with John Isaac, who later became an
important shipbuilder working in premises on Chiswick Wharf, close by St Nicholas Church.
In 1840 Thomas Thornycroft married Mary, the daughter of the sculptor John Francis, of whom
Thornycroft was an apprentice. Mary too was a sculptor, mainly of portraits of children, and was
recommended to Queen Victoria by her friend, the sculptor John Gibson. Her principal works were
portraits of Queen Victoria’s children, most notably a set of portraits of the queen’s four elder
children Victoria (born 1840), (Albert) Edward (born 1841), Alice (born 1843) and Alfred (born
1844) as the ‘Four Seasons’ (respectively Summer, Winter, Spring and Autumn).
In 1875 Mary Thornycroft, Thomas and their son Hamo collaborated on the design and sculpture of
the Poets’ Fountain, installed on Park Lane near Hyde Park Corner. Thomas Thornycroft’s
contributions were the marble of John Milton and the seated bronze of Tragedy. Damaged by
bombing in World War II, this work was dismantled in 1948; apparently the sole surviving figure,
the gilt-bronze Fame by Hamo Thornycroft, now stands in the gardens of Renishaw Hall in
Derbyshire. Thomas and Mary were buried in the Chiswick graveyard (5) because, Mary is quoted
as saying, ‘we must lie within sound of the hammers’ of the shipbuilding workshops.

Figure 5. The double tomb of Thomas and Mary Thornycroft.

James Abbott McNeill Whistler (1834–1903)
Born in America, Whistler settled in London in 1859 after a disturbed, peripatetic early life, which
included studying as a painter in Paris (1855–59) alongside anti-establishment painters such as
Courbet, Fantin-Latour and Manet, and learning the technique of etching. He believed that a
painting should be a harmonious arrangement of often a limited range of colours, emphasising
atmospheric tonal qualities rather than sentimental narrative or moral content. Whistler worked with
sketchy haste, building up his tonal harmonies by repeated application of thin paint layers. Like
Hogarth, he handled his brush with verve and dexterity. His unorthodox freedom of paint handling
perhaps culminated in his Nocturne in Black and Gold. The Falling Rocket (1874; now in the
Detroit Institute of Arts). Here the fireworks are represented by splashes of bright, light-coloured
paint flicked onto a sombre, tonally unified background. It was severely criticised by John Ruskin,
who ‘never expected to hear a coxcomb ask two hundred guineas for flinging a pot of paint in the
public’s face’. Whistler sued Ruskin for libel, and won the case, but was awarded only a farthing in
damages: payment of legal costs left him bankrupt by May 1879. He had to sell his new home, the
White House in Tite Street, just north of Chelsea Embankment, designed in 1877–78 with his friend
the architect E.W. Godwin, whose widow Beatrix he married in 1888.
In his maturity as a painter, Whistler is usually associated with the River Thames at Chelsea, where
he painted a series of canvases that he gave musical titles like ‘Nocturne’ or ‘Harmony’, rather than
at Chiswick. Given his determined pursuit of his doctrine of ‘art for art’s sake’, Whistler can hardly
have sympathised closely with William Hogarth’s moralising purpose in his ‘modern moral
subjects’ series. Nevertheless, it may well be that Whistler chose to be buried with his wife in a
tomb in the Chiswick Old Burial ground, on account of his admiration for William Hogarth’s
handling of brushwork and colour, and for his success as both painter and printmaker. Like Hogarth,
Whistler was very conscious of the financial potential of printmaking, although he specialised not in
engraving but in etching, often of street scenes in London, Paris or Venice.

Figure 6. The bronze tomb of James McNeill Whistler and his wife Beatrix.

Designed by his stepson E.F. Godwin, the Whistler tomb is the only monument in the Chiswick Old
Burial ground that was cast in bronze. The architectural language is essentially neo-Renaissance,
using fluted Ionic pilasters supporting a frieze of swags, and with a laurel wreath at either end. Four
richly draped female figures (Virtues?) at the corners are resin-cast replacements based on the
bronze originals that were stolen in the 1960s; one holds a book, another has a bird (the dove of
peace?) on her wrist. The inscription, on the square plaque on the front of the tomb, gives the names
and dates of Whistler and his wife Beatrix, who died in 1896, and a brief text reading:
The place where I also
At last hope to be hidden
For in no other would I be.

William Blake Richmond (1842–1921)
Named after the poet and artist William Blake, a close friend of his father George Richmond R.A.
(1809–96), Sir William Blake Richmond, KCB, RA, was a portrait painter, sculptor and designer of
mosaics and stained glass. His principal works were the mosaics for the spandrels and choir of St
Paul’s Cathedral, and designs for stained-glass in the Lady Chapel of Holy Trinity, Sloane Street.
Early in his life he was tutored by John Ruskin, whom he later succeeded as Slade Professor at the
University of Oxford, from 1878 to 1883. He trained at the Royal Academy Schools from 1857 to
1859. In around 1860 Richmond travelled to Italy, in which experience originated his deep love for,
and profound understanding of, Italian Renaissance art. In Rome early in the 1860s he studied art
and architecture, and the history and techniques of mural decoration.
Richmond was Master of the Art Workers’ Guild in 1891, and was elected a Royal Academician in
1895; he was knighted in 1897, in which year he also became professor of painting at the Royal
Academy. He was an early environmental campaigner, in 1898 founding the Coal Smoke
Abatement Society (CSAS) when he became increasingly disturbed by the effects of coal smoke on
winter light levels: ‘the darkness’, he wrote, ‘was comparable to a total eclipse of the sun’. The
CSAS was the first environmental NGO in Britain.

Figure 7:1. William Blake Richmond’s
headstone east side, with Charity.

Figure 7:2. William Blake Richmond’s
headstone, west side, with Hope.

In 1867 Richmond married Clara Jane Richards, with whom he had seven children. The family
moved in 1870 to Beavor Lodge, Hammersmith. Clara died in 1915, and Richmond perhaps chose
to inter her in the Chiswick burial ground as this is geographically the closest graveyard to their
Hammersmith home. She is commemorated in the figure of Charity (CARITAS) on the east-facing
side of the headstone of the Richmond grave (7:1). Charity is shown as a standing female who
ministers to a weeping figure kneeling before her. The now illegible inscription, from Homer’s
Iliad, ran:
And now ten thousand shapes of Death
Encompass Man about
Which is not for a mortal to escape or avoid.
Let us go forward.
On the west-facing side of the headstone (7:2) is a figure of Hope (SPES), who commemorates
Richmond himself. Like Charity she was presumably designed, and perhaps carved, by Sir William,
in a style that closely resembles that of the Florentine fifteenth-century marble carver Agostino di
Duccio (1418–81). Hope sits on a flimsy-looking raft; she holds a paddle in her right hand and a
corner of the sail in the left. Her wind-swept hair and drapery suggests stormy weather. The
inscription, from Dante’s Divine Comedy (Paradiso, Canto 30), ran:
From first created sphere we now emerge
And reach the realm where light eternal reigns
In pristine purity the empyrean
Light forged with intellect and light divine
The love of truth mingled with joy
Joy transcending every earthly sweetness.
Sir William Richmond died in 1921, having lived and worked for many years in the parish of St
Peter’s, Hammersmith. After his death his bronze statue of a Greek Runner was given by his family
to Hammersmith Borough Council, who erected it in his memory in the centre of St Peter’s Square,
W6, in July 1926. Based on the artistic principles of Italian Renaissance sculptors like Giambologna
(1529–1608), the figure is ingeniously poised on the left foot as he runs forward, his richly
modelled torso counter-balanced by outspread arms and right leg.

George William de Saulles (1862–1903)
Son of a Birmingham glass merchant, the medallist George de Saulles was born in Aston Manor,
Birmingham on 4 February 1862. Trained at Birmingham School of Art, he was apprenticed to a
Bimingham die-sinker. He continued to gain experience as a die-engraver in London working from
1884 with John H. Pinches, but returning to Birmingham in 1888 to work with the medallist Joseph
Moore. By 1892 de Saulles was back in London working at the Royal Mint, and was promoted
‘engraver to the mint’ in 1893. In the final decade of his life he produced dies for British and
imperial coins and medals, such as the new coinage of Queen Victoria for 1893 and the Britannia
reverse for bronze coins of 1895, and in 1902 the new coins for Edward VII’s reign. He also
engraved dies for medals of Samuel Carnegie (1901), the Royal Institute of British Architects
(1902), the South Africa medal (1899-1902), and the Ashanti medal (1900), amongst many others.
He made the final Great Seal of Victoria’s reign (1899) and at the time of his death he was working
on models for the new Great Seals of the UK, Scotland and Ireland.

Figure 8. The tomb of George de Saulles.
De Saulles exhibited at the Royal Academy for five years from 1898 to 1903. At the end of his life,
and perhaps from 1892, he lived at 31, Fairfax Road, Bedford Park; after a short illness, he died
there on 22 July 1903, just five days later than James McNeill Whistler. His parish church, St
Michael and All Angels, Bedford Park, has no burial ground, which perhaps explains why (like
William Richmond) he chose to be interred in the Chiswick Old Burial Ground, close to the position
where Whistler’s tomb was erected. De Saulles’ otherwise insignificant grave (8) is marked by a
small Arts & Crafts bronze plaque, identifying it as the last resting place of ‘George Willm de
Saulles artist 1862 to 1903’.

Harold Hume Piffard (1867–1938)
The painter and book illustrator Harold Piffard ran away from school as a young teenager, travelled
in India from 1884 to 1889, and then returned to study painting in oils and watercolour at the Royal
Academy Schools. He first exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1895, and then twice more before
1899. Amongst a wide range of subjects, two of his best-known works are The Relief of Ladysmith
(1900) and The Real Angel of Mons (1915–16). By 1899 he and his young family lived at 18
Addison Road (now Grove), Bedford Park, where his daughter Helena (1898–1969), also a painter,
lived at least until 1939. In 1894 Piffard started to submit illustrations to periodicals like The Strand
Magazine and The Illustrated London News; but from 1899 he concentrated on book illustration,
contributing illustrations for numerous boys’ adventure books, but also for around 100 adult novels,
thrillers and occasionally science fiction. In 1908 he started to work for Collins on a new series of
classic novels, by Thackeray, Dickens, George Eliot and others. He also became closely associated
with the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (SPCK), illustrating some 70 novels for them

between 1902 and 1912. Although he produced few illustrations after around 1917, in his prime he
was remarkably prolific.
In 1907 Piffard developed an interest in aviation, at first building model aircraft in his Bedford Park
studio. His first noteworthy flight was in 1910, when he took off in his box-kite biplane
‘Hummingbird’ from a field at Shoreham, Sussex. ‘Hummingbird’ crash-landed beyond repair in
October that year. In 1911 Piffard designed and built a hydroplane, which however capsized and
sank, leaving him unable to fund further experiments in aircraft design. The Shoreham field that he
rented later became the Shoreham and Brighton Aerodrome.
Like George de Saulles, Harold Piffard lived in Bedford Park, and he too chose to be interred in the
Chiswick Old Burial Ground. His headstone, adjacent to James McNeill Whistler’s tomb, marks the
resting-place also of his first wife Helena (died 1900), his son Grahame (who died young in 1901),
and his brother Reginald (died 1902). Suitably enough, the top of the headstone is decorated with a
carved relief of a painter’s palette and brushes, echoing the relief on the north side of Hogarth’s
tomb-monument.

Figure 9. The headstone of Harold Piffard’s grave.
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